Study Materials for Lifeboatman Exam

Sources of Relevant Material / Bibliography
available in the American Bureau of Shipping Information Commons

To assist in preparation for the LB - 0202 Lifeboatman Exam

Sources:

1. *Able Seaman (all grades) and Lifeboatman* / Richard A. Block, editor; Daniel W. Hall. Consultant
   MMA CALL NUMBER: **VK 405 A25 2002** for BOOK 1, **VK 405 A25 2002** for BOOK 2

   MMA CALL NUMBER: **VK 405 P6 1985 SUPPL. NO. 1**

   MMA CALL NUMBER: **VK 541 A48 2003**

   MMA CALL NUMBER: **VK 1445 H39 2004**

   MMA CALL NUMBER: **VK 405 A25 1994 Q&A**